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With every change of location we find ourselves in 
a different cultural and spiritual zone, lugging our 
personal and national baggage along.
 (Janusz Cyran)1









“linguistic. transcoding”. has. become. “cultural. transfer,”. and. the. role. of. the.
translator.came.to.be.seen.as.that.of.“mediator.between.cultures”.rather.than.









(a  certain. degree. of). “similarity”:. “sameness”. sensu stricto. is. tantamount. to.
“identity”.–.a goal.unattainable.by.definition ..

























It. is.not. the.aim.of. this.essay. to.add.yet.another.voice. to. the.chorus ..What.









2. The “Cultural Turn” and Cognitive Linguistics 
Abandoning. the. view. whereby. language. could. be. best. described. as. a  sys-
tem.of.algorithmic.rules,.contemporary. linguistics,.and.notably.the.theories.









fundamental.assumptions ..Most. significantly,.words.and.structures.are. seen.
to. refer.not. to. things. and.processes. in. the. surrounding.world. such. as. they.

















Among. theoretical. varieties. of. CL,. the. sociocultural. dimension. of. lan-
guage.(use),.figures.most.prominently.in.what.has.become.known.as.“Polish.
cognitive.studies .”.The.so-called.“Lublin.school.of.cognitive.ethnolinguistics”.
develops. the. theory.of. linguistic.view.of. the.world,. created.and.propagated.
by.Jerzy.Bartmiński.and.his.followers.(Bartmiński.2009) ..Although.focusing.
mainly.on.dialectal. varieties.of. contemporary.Polish,. the.Lublin. school.has.











CL. goes. a  step. further. with. its. concept. of. Idealised. Cognitive.Models.
(ICMs),.first.proposed.by.George.Lakoff.in.his.seminal.monograph.on.cogni-
tive.semantics.(Lakoff.1987) ..An.ICM.is.defined.as.a relatively.stable.mental.
representation.of. some.part.or.aspect.of. the.world ..Although.similar. to. the.
classical.notion.of.semantic.field,.which.figures.prominently.in.traditional.lin-
guistic. semantics. and. in. literary. theoretical. interpretations. (cf .. e .g ..Biegajło.



























tions.between.things.(e .g ..the.ICM.to belong).or.processes.(as.in.the.ICM.trav-
elling) ..One. could. then. legitimately. suppose. that.he. scope.of. “realia”.might.
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in.fact.go.far.beyond.inventories.of.elements.exemplified.by.such.classics.as.






ticular.means. of. transportation ..Moreover,. since. “metonymic. processes. are.
not.restricted.to.reference”.(Radden.and.Kovecses.1996:.21),.a dynamic.ICM.
often.metonymically.omits.some.(communicatively.less.relevant).stages.of.the.




































torical.differences. .. .. ..create.a barrier.which.cuts.off.the.interlinear space.from.














secured.by.a chain ..But.in.Sweden.an.intruder.can.simply.burst.into.the.flat  .. .. ..











metonymic,.which.means.that.“explicit.linguistic.coding.gets.us.in.the.right.neighbourhood  .. .. ..
but.from.there.we.have.to.find.the.right.address.by.some.other.means”.(Langacker.2009: 46) ..In.
short,.language.can.be.compared.to.a user’s.guide,.or.an.operation.manual .






















Parę razy w życiu 
przejeżdżał przez wolność tranzytem .
Czasami zjadał lunch 
i wypijał szklaneczkę soku pomarańczowego 
(Lipska.2003:.8,.emphasis.E .T .)
The.three.ICMs.that.will.be.focused.upon.further.in.this.discussion.are:
. 1 .. “przejeżdża�.tranzytem”.(“go.via/through. .. .. ..”)
. 2 .. “jeś�.lunch”.(“eat.lunch”)









meanings. of. the. English. noun. and. its. Polish. counterpart. are. identical .. But.
on.the.more.specified.levels,.there.are.several.kinds.of.transit ..As.evidenced.









across. or. through. a  third. country.without. being. allowed. to. get. off. the.






through.a  third. country.without.wishing. to. stop.over. for. a  longer. time.
(E: “go.via/through  .. .. .,”.P:.przejeżdżać przez  .. .. .);
. c). the. act. of. changing.flights. and. spending. the. time. interval. at. an. airport.
without.having.to.go.through.the.customs.or.passport.control.(E:.“transit.
passenger(s),”.P:.pasażer(owie) podróżujący tranzytem) . 
Due. to. the. phenomenon. of. typicality. effects,. in. “pre-1989”. Poland. it.




representative. subcategory ..The. discrepancy. is. reflected. by. the. expressions.
conventionalized. in. the. two. languages .. In. the.“pre-1989”.Polish.przejeżdżać 
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tranzytem.refers.to.subcategory.a);.there.is.no.expression.(ergo no.category).
for.b),.and.category.c).is.a calque.translation.of.the.English.expression.“transit.
passenger(s)”:.pasażer(owie) podróżujący tranzytem .
4.2. Lunch
The. “lunch. ICM”. is. organized. around. the. general. image. schemas. “object”.
(lunch).and.“process”.(eat/have.lunch) ..In.English,.the.central.case.is.a meal.




.b). warm.meal. eaten. in. a  restaurant.by.a group.of. formally.dressed.people.
discussing.business.(E:.“business.lunch,”.P:.obiad służbowy) .






is.explicitly. formulated. in. the.Wikipedia.definition.of. the.“lunch.ICM”:.“In.
Western.countries,.where.work.begins.at.9 .00,.breakfast.is.eaten.later,.and.at.
12 .00.or.13 .00.hours.people.eat.lunch. .. .. ..The term used mostly in English-




tures ..However,.while. the.English. variant. includes. the. feature. “staple. drink.
commonly.drunk.at.breakfast,”.it.is.absent.from.the.Polish.ICM.(at.least.in.its.
“pre-1989”.form);.instead,.in.the.Polish.central.case.there.is.“a luxury.drink,.








4.4. The English translation









he travelled through freedom in passing. 
Sometimes he had lunch 


















his.experience. is. that.of.a citizen.of. the.“post-1989”.Europe.–.a transit.pas-
senger,.he.goes.through.free.countries.in.passing,.and.reaches.his.country.of.
6. .Published.in.1996.(Lipska.1996:.230–3) .









The.English. translation,. published. in. 1996,.was.most. probably.made. at.





























always. the. result. of. an. interpretation .. Interpretations. change. according. to.
the actually.binding.sets.of. ICMs.(i .e .. the.network.of.meanings.called.“cul-
ture”) ..And.because.of.the.dynamics,.new.culture-sensitive.interpretations.ap-






remains.indisputable:.paradoxically,.Renata.Grol’s.“The.Citizen  .. .. .”.is.a faith-
ful.translation.of.today’s.intersubjective.“native”.interpretation.of.the.discur-
sive.meaning.of.the.original.poem ..
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